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J u d i c i a l E n c o u n t e r s o f a Ti t l e I n s u r a n c e K i n d
What grade were we in when we first
heard about the Executive, Legislative and
Judicial branches and learned about our
governments system of checks and balances?
I’m thinking 3rd or 4th. Certainly by the 5th
grade we had all read The Constitution and
studied the workings of the three branches
of government’s. Those were good lessons
for all of us, even if we didn’t wind up
working in some facet of the title insurance industry; lessons
that we saw applied in two recent title insurance cases – In
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by Lawrence C. Bell, Esq.

re New Jersey Title Insurance Litigation and Denise P. Edwards v.
First American Title Insurance Company.
The New Jersey title insurance litigation case started as a class
action suit filed in the U.S. District Court for the District of New
Jersey by purchasers of title insurance who alleged that rates
for title insurance were collectively fixed by the title insurance
companies in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act and the New
Jersey Antitrust Act. The Sherman Act passed by Congress in 1890
was intended “to protect consumers by preventing arrangements
Judicial Encounters cont. on page 2
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designed, or which tend, to advance the cost of goods to the
consumer”, quoting its author Senator John Sherman. The NJ
Federal District Court dismissed the complaint as being barred
by the ‘filed-rate doctrine’, which evolved over time to protect
the viability of the insurance industry.
Each State has historically exercised primary authority to
regulate insurance, recognizing the importance of making sure
that premium rates were neither too low nor too high. Premium
rates needed to be adequate to cover losses so as to prevent
insurer insolvencies. Insurance companies sought to collaborate
in the setting rates by sharing actuarial information as to
premium collected and losses incurred under its policies. In
response to arguments that the Sherman Act prohibited this sort
of rate-making collaboration, Congress passed the McCarranFerguson Act in 1945, providing that federal anti-trust laws will
not apply to the ‘business of insurance’ as long as that business
is regulated by the States.
After passage of McCarran-Ferguson, numerous States
established frameworks to review insurance rates filed by
insurers or by rating bureaus on behalf of member companies.
In New Jersey, the Department of Banking and Insurance
[NJDOBI] regulates title insurance rates. A rating organization
known as the New Jersey Land Title Insurance Rating Bureau
[NJLTIRB] was formed as a voluntary association of title insurers
who share financial information and supporting data in support
of proposed rates which the NJLTIRB submits to the NJDOBI
for review and approval. The Commissioner of the DOBI can
only approve rates that “are not unreasonably high, and are
not inadequate for the safeness and soundness of the insurer”.
Once approved, each member of the NJLTIRB must adhere to
the rate filings unless individual members choose to modify
their own rates by a deviation filing.
After their complaint was dismissed in the NJ District Court,
the plaintiffs appealed to the United States Court of Appeals
for the Third Circuit. There, a three Judge panel that included
the Honorable Sandra Day O’Connor, sitting by designation
after her retirement from the Supreme Court of the United
States, affirmed the District Court’s dismissal. In the words of
Circuit Judge Dolores Sloviter, “In their challenge to New Jersy’s
title insurance regulation, Appellants would have this court
disregard a decision of the United States Supreme Court and the
numerous cases that have relied on it. We are not about to do
that.” In applying the filed rate doctrine, the Third Circuit relied
upon the Supreme Court’s holdings that indicate the doctrine is
applicable whenever rates are properly filed with and approved
by a regulating agency.
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The Appellants argued that the DOBI did not actively supervise
the title insurers’ collective rate setting scheme nor did they
analyze the filed rates for conformity to statutory requirements.
In finding the argument meritless, the Third Circuit said in
relevant part, “courts are simply ill-suited to systematically
second guess the regulators’ decisions and overlay their own
resolution. . . . a function that . . . regulatory agencies are more
competent to perform.” Nothing like a good civics lesson.
Denise Edwards purchased a home in Cleveland, Ohio in 2006.
Title insurance services were rendered by Tower City, a title
agent in Highland Heights, Ohio, that was partially owned by
First American. It was alleged that in exchange for the purchase
of a portion of the agency, Tower City was required to enter into
a “Captive Title Insurance Agreement” under which Tower City
agreed to write all future title business on First American.
At the time of her purchase, the State of Ohio had one uniform
schedule of title insurance premium rates and Ohio law
mandated that all title insurers adhere to that schedule of rates,
so the amount Ms. Edwards paid for title insurance would have
been the same regardless of which title insurer underwrote her
policy. Notwithstanding this fact, she filed a putative class action
alleging a violation of the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act
of 1974 [RESPA].
RESPA prohibits the payment of “any fee, kickback, or thing of
value” in exchange for a referral of business and also forbids
fee splitting or sharing of a percentage of any charge made or
received for the rendering of a real estate settlement service
unless the sharing of fees are for services actually rendered to
the consumer. It was alleged that the purchase by First American
of an interest in Tower City in exchange for future referrals
constituted a RESPA violation. Denise Edwards filed suit against
First American on that basis.
After filing her complaint, the first order of business was the
filing of motions by Edwards seeking discovery as well as
certification as a class action so that she could proceed both on
her own behalf and on behalf of all others who were similarly
affected. At the same time, First American moved to dismiss the
Edwards complaint for lack of standing. Upon the District Court
denying First American’s motion to dismiss, First American
appealed to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, arguing that
consumers cannot sue under RESPA, alleging illegal kickbacks,
unless they claim that they paid higher fees as a result. The
Ninth Circuit did not agree, holding that Congress intended to
create a private right of action for a RESPA violation without
requiring an allegation that overcharging has occurred.
On the application of First American, the Supreme Court of the
Judicial Encounters cont. on page 3
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United States granted a writ of certiorari. The issue of whether
an actual injury must result from an alleged RESPA violation
was to be heard by the highest court in the land. Numerous
‘interested parties’ applied and were granted Amicus status.
Both First American and other title insurers filed briefs arguing
that the Constitution requires a plaintiff to allege an injury that
is not speculative and that is traceable to a defendant’s alleged
unlawful conduct. Further, allowing Denise Edwards’ suit to
proceed could open the federal courts to class actions that
attacked insurances rates that had been approved by valid
State action.
The fact that Ms. Edwards sought to proceed under a complaint
styled as a class action made this case even more important to
the title insurance industry due to the ever present economic
pressure to settle. Rather than litigating what some may
consider a frivolous or meritless lawsuit in which plaintiffs are
seeking millions of dollars in damages, economic realities can
sometimes force a corporation to settle rather than incur the
costs of discovery, defense, and the risk of possible error.

Some of you may have read this article with the expectation
that Judicial Encounters would ultimately contain references to
foreign worlds, extra terrestrials or communications from outer
space. That sort of a conclusion depends upon your own particular
point of view. t
LAWRENCE C. BELL is Vice President, Senior Underwriter
and Regional Underwriting Counsel, Northeast/Mid-Atlantic
Region, for Stewart Title Guaranty Company. The opinions and
views expressed herein are solely those of the author and not
necessarily his employer or the New Jersey Land Title Association.
Full copies of the judicial decisions, legislative enactments, and
regulations controlling DOBIs referred to are all available on
line and should be reviewed for a more thorough analysis of the
subject matter presented.

Oral argument took place before the US Supreme Court on
November 28, 2011. The question to be decided: Does a
plaintiff have standing to bring suit seeking an award of statutory
damages when she was steered to a particular title insurance
company on account of an alleged kickback, when she did not
allege that she paid too much for the insurance, or obtained a
substandard insurance product, or suffered any other particular
injury? Chief Justice John Roberts, Jr., questioned Ms. Edwards
counsel as to whether he was arguing that (1) Edwards had
been injured because the referral from the title agent to First
American constituted a conflict; (2) because a referral that was
tainted by a conflict was presumed by Congress to cause injury;
or (3) that no showing of injury was required. In response,
Edwards counsel asserted that Congress had determined that no
showing of injury is required when a person’s right to conflictfree services is violated, adding that parties who obtain tainted
advice are frequently harmed.
After oral argument, no one was sure which way the Supreme
Court would rule. In mid-June, it was announced that a
decision would be rendered on June 28th, 2012. The decision
of the Supreme Court of the United States was that the writ of
certiorari is dismissed as improvidently granted. That means that
the Supreme Court concluded that it should not have agreed to
hear the case in the first place and Denise Edwards shall be able
to proceed with her suit under the Ninth Circuit decision which
held that she does possess a statutory cause of action against
First American.
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A LTA Pa r t n e r s w i t h N J LTA f o r S u c c e s s f u l Ti t l e 1 0 1 Tr a i n i n g w i t h R e g u l a t o r s
On May 24, ALTA Past President Anne Anastasi and 11 members
of the New Jersey Land Title Association (NJLTA) conducted a
successful Title 101 presentation for 49 staff members of the
New Jersey Department of Banking and Insurance.
Title 101 is a program for the title industry to present to state
insurance regulators to explain the fundamentals of title
insurance, the process used to issue title insurance policies and
differences from P&C insurance.
“The goal is to describe each step in the title-avoidance process
from the search through the closing and the issuance of the
policy,” Anastasi said. “Once it is understood that we spend
a great deal of time and money discovering, negotiating and
curing items that if unattended, would turn into claims in the
future, they begin to understand how different we are from
other lines of insurance and that our claims percentages do not
tell the whole story.”
Regulators from the department said the presentation was
informative and helpful in understanding the industry. The
regulators were engaged in the discussion with several questions
about the differences in escrow and title agent licensing. The
discussion also turned to escrow theft and the efforts of the
industry to protect these funds.
Anastasi said she enjoyed watching the faces of the attendees as
they started to realize how much work goes into performing a
search, the exam, the curative process and the closing.
“It was a real eye-opening experience for them and a proud
moment for the New Jersey Land Title Association,” she added.
“I encourage other land title associations to provide this training
to their regulators as well.”
Helping cement the amount of work needed to produce a
policy with the regulators, Joe Grabas of Investors Title Agency
in Edison, N.J., explained the different searches necessary in the
state. To illustrate the amount of documents that need reviewed,
he stacked all of the paper from each search as he explained
them.
“By choosing some of the more complex searches and data
that title insurers encounter on a daily basis and compiling
them into one unified matter, such as common name searches,
condominium master deeds, chancery abstracts, corporate
reports, Covenants of Restrictions, Developer Agreements and
easements, we were able to create a physical manifestation
of the amount of work that goes into title research and
underwriting,” said Grabas, adding that the pile of paper stood
about 18-inches tall. “We stressed the point that it is the title
examiner’s job, their duty as defined by law, to review all ‘four
corners’ of each document in the stack to properly detect the
items that needed clearance and curative action, and then a
final risk assessment prior to preparation for the title closing.”
Grabas said the regulators had many interesting and specific
questions after the presentation and that general reaction was
very cordial and post meeting feedback extremely positive.

“I believe that we have succeeded in strengthening an already
considerable bridge that we have mutually built over the years
between the New Jersey title industry and the department. The
New Jersey Title 101 program reinforced communication and
education.”
Nancy Koch, New Jersey state counsel for Old Republic
National Title Insurance Co., provided a story of how “naked
satisfactions” (when there’s no corresponding deed or mortgage
associated with the discharge) can cause issues and result in
claims. Beth Ann Way, vice president of Fidelity Title Abstract
Co. in Cherry Hill, N.J., provided comments on what title
professionals do at the closing table.
Laurence Usignol, state counsel for First American Title
Insurance Co., touched on the claims process and provided a
very appropriate analogy.
“Claims are like driving a car with GPS when it tells you to turn
into the wilderness where no road exists,” he said. “There is
no road for the claims handling process because each one is
unique.”
Usignol said the presentation offered the opportunity for real
face time with people, as opposed to interactions over the
phone or through email.
“The value and importance of the human touch cannot be
underestimated, even though the pressing demands of modern
business often preclude such opportunities,” he said. “The
seminar gave the regulators the chance to ask us about our
business, and my colleagues took advantage of the questions
to explain what we do, how we do it and why we do it. I
think it was clear that the representatives from the New Jersey
Department of Banking and Insurance gained many insights
into our business, and that can only make them and us more
productive and efficient.” t
Reprinted with permission from the American Land Title
Association
Editor’s Note:
We knew that the process of Risk Elimination employed by title
insurers would be difficult to explain to NJDOBI employees
who deal primarily with other lines of insurance that accept
more risk than they eliminate. So we came up with a format
that would make a very visual statement.
Afterwards an NJDOBI official commented that the delivery
approach resulted in their getting a good idea of the total
process and a much clearer picture of how much work is
actually performed by the title agent.
The selfless efforts by the officers and members of the NJLTA
who take time from their businesses and duties to represent the
entire industry before the Department of Insurance should be
applauded. Every day these dedicated individuals are working
hard to make a better and stronger NJ Title profession.
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T h e N J LT A s e t s s a i l f o r B a l t i m o r e i n 2 0 1 3 by Andrew Pitman, 2013 Convention Chair
One of the city’s most well known neighborhoods is Fells
Point. Founded in 1730 by William Fell, the deep water and
abundant trees quickly made it a ship building center in early
America and the area prospered. By the early 19th century, the
local shipyards built and supported numerous privateers who
harassed British shipping. As a result of this, Fells Point and
Fort Mc Henry became key targets during the war of 1812. In
modern times however, if you just want to party it up, there
are few places that can match Fells Point. There are over 120
pubs as well as numerous restaurants, shops, and coffee bars.
Be warned that the cobblestone streets though charming can
make for some tricky footing during a pub crawl.

Believe it or not June 2013 will be here before you know it. As
summer winds down, fall leaves begin to drop, trick or treaters
are at our door and Thanksgiving seems to sneak up on us out of
nowhere. Turn around and it’s Christmas. Before schedules get
too busy take a moment to mark your calendar and set aside
June 9-11 for the 2013 convention in Baltimore. This is a new
location for the Association and I am sure that there is something
for everyone.
The Inner Harbor of Baltimore is indeed a special venue.
The Renaissance Harborplace will play host to our event and
the newly re-modeled hotel offers tremendous views of the
harbor and of the city. The rooms are fresh, comfortable and
contemporary. The location is ideal as it provides easy access to
all that the city has to offer.

Feeling like being a bit active? Of course the hotel has a state-ofthe-art gym, indoor pool and hot tub to help digest that cannoli
you picked up in Little Italy (also a short walk). Remember though
that this is the Inner Harbor and if you want to get out on the
water, there are boats large and small to get you there. Perhaps
the easiest route is the water taxi system which will shuttle you
about the entire inner harbor and surrounding neighborhoods.
There are even paddle boats for hire right outside the front door.
Beyond all of the fun that the Inner Harbor as to offer, your
convention committee is working hard to develop innovative
programming, fun events and a sumptuous gala. So plot your
course for the Inner Harbor in June. The 2013 NJLTA Convention
is going to be something special and I personally invite all of
our members to attend. I look forward to seeing you there!! t

For the history buff, Fort McHenry is a short ferry boat ride across
the Inner Harbor. The fort played a critical role in the war of
1812 and the battle that took place there inspired Francis Scott
Key to write the poem that would become the Star Spangled
Banner. For those who have an interest in maritime history
the USS Constellation Historic Ships Museum sits adjacent to
our hotel. In addition to the Constellation, the Submarine USS
Torsk, Light Ship Chesapeake, USCG Cutter Taney and Seven
Foot Knoll Lighthouse are available to tour.
If marine life captures your fancy, the National Aquarium in
Baltimore is a very short walk from the hotel. There is an Atlantic
coral reef display, shark tank and of course a dolphin show.
There is a large glass pavilion which houses a re-creation of an
Australian river gorge. Because of its size, indigenous birds are
allowed to fly free and crocodiles, turtles and lizards are on
display in a natural habitat.
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S k e e - B a l l , C o r n o n t h e C o b a n d C a l y p s o M u s i c b y N a n cy L . Ko c h , E s q . , C T P
The NJLTA “stayed home” again this year for its Annual
Convention which was held at the Seaview Resort in Galloway,
NJ on June 3-5. Featuring a Jersey Shore theme (as in “down the
Shore”, not the reality TV show!), there was something there for
everyone and a good time was had by all.
As with every Convention, business and education opportunities
were plentiful. Diane Evans, Chair of the Agents and Abstracters
Section of the ALTA delivered the keynote address updating
attendees on ALTA’s efforts on the national front and providing
her own insight into our industry. Two Continuing Education
courses were provided by the New Jersey Land Title Institute,
the first a rousing game of Title Jeopardy complete with
prizes and the second an interactive panel discussion of the
modernization of recording processes featuring Larry Fineberg,
Ed Eastman, Peggy Lamaina and Art Lucchesi from the Atlantic
County Clerk’s office and John Cannel, Executive Director of the
New Jersey Law Revision Commission.
There was plenty of time for great food and fun. On Sunday
night, a Jersey Shore Food Festival complete with Calypso Band
and an Exhibitors-Sponsored “Boardwalk” was offered. After
dining on steaks, seafood, corn on the cob, and other Jersey
delicacies, attendees tried their hands at Skee-ball, Ring Toss,
Basketball Toss, and even a Photo Booth.
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On Monday night, attendees were treated to a Beach Formal
Gala where outgoing officers were honored, incoming officers
inducted and outstanding service recognized. Leonard R.
Rossetti, Esq., CTP received the Distinguished Service Award
in recognition of his many years of unselfish service to the title
industry. John Cannel, Executive Director of the New Jersey
Law Revision Commission, received the Presidential Award
in recognition of his leadership in the advancement of New
Jersey’s land title recording laws as embodied in P.L. 2011, c.
217, the recent revisions to the Recording Act. George Stickel,
incoming Secretary-Treasurer for the Association, received the
designation of Certified Title Professional.
Golfers and golf enthusiasts had two tempting choices on
Sunday – watching the ladies of the LPGA play in the Shop
Rite LPGA Classic which was held on the Bay Course at the
Seaview or playing in the NJLTA Charity Golf Outing. The Golf
Outing raised $10,188.00 for the Leon Hess Cancer Center at
the Monmouth Medical Center.
Thanks to Convention Chair Mike Huddleston and his
committee and the sponsors for all of their efforts in making this
year’s Convention such a success! t
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Down the hall and to the left. It’s the door marked Hombres!

The A-Team!

Ladies in waiting.

I know I left my bag right here. It was
white with black straps??
Start at Space Mountain and work your way around to
the Island of Riparian Terror.
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Did you hear the one about the…..

President Watson??

Harry “Stretch” Hayes
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Fineberg and his Shawtys

Go ahead, make my day!

You should see me with
flaming chainsaws!
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Ask the Expert
Dear Expert:
I’m doing a refinance and it is now at the end of the rescission
period but the lender has not funded . . . and keeps giving
me excuses. What shall I do?
				— Worried
Dear Worried:
Unfortunately there isn’t much you can do because you have
neither leverage nor control. Your customers (the borrowers),
however, are probably planning to use the funds and should
be notified immediately. It is their right to decide whether they
wish to wait or to cancel the transaction (and if they cancel,
don’t forget to get your cancellation fee). If they decide to wait,
don’t forget to get “good funds”.
				— The Expert

In the News
Congratulations to Terry Gupko Swope, Esq. CTP, State
Agency Manager - New Jersey at North American Title
Insurance Company. Terry is the new chairperson for NJTIPAC.
We’ve Moved! The First American Title Insurance Company’s
Freehold office that is! Its new address is: Freehold Commons,
83 South Street, Suite 303, Freehold, New Jersey 07728.
There new Fax number is: 732-780-0124.
Congratulations to Nicole Plath, Vice President of Fortune
Title Agency, Inc. in Roseland. Nicole is the recipient of the
2012 Notable Newcomer Award from New Jersey Association
of Women Business Owners (NJAWBO).
Modern Title in Millburn has been approved as a title agent in
Pennsylvania – Congratulations!
Welcome New Members!
• Stonebridge Title Services, Inc. (Agent)
• RedVision Systems, Inc. (Affiliate)
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A n A g e n t ’s P e r s p e c t i v e

T h e C r e a m R i s e s t o t h e To p ( t h e n i t c u r d l e s ) , b y G e o r g e A . S t i c k e l , E s q . , C . T. P.
There goes the neighborhood. No, it was not a bad dream.
At the NJLTA Convention last June I was indeed elected as an
officer of the Association. Well, if you call that an election.
(The meeting was over before I even made it into the room to
remove my name from consideration.)

to receiving a plaque, it is customary for the CTP designee to
assume a nickname. Mine is Shecky, which I gladly accept. Joe
Grabas and Jim Loughman, who conjure up with the nicknames,
both know me too well. I feared the nicknames Banal, Marginal
or Feckless.

The nominating committee considered other candidates I am
told. In fact, when the new slate of officers was presented
at the Board of Governors meeting in May, I barely beat out
“Anybody but Stickel”. When the Board was about to discuss
the Nominating Committee report, I asked if I should leave
the room, and distinctly heard more than one person mutter
“we’d prefer you leave the State”.

As your new Secretary/Treasurer, I have begun thinking outside
the box as to how to make the job more important than it really
is (something I’ve spent my career as a title officer trying to
do). For example, one of my duties will be to take the minutes
of the bi-monthly Board of Governors meetings. This is where
my creative writing skills may assist the organization in upping
turnout at future meetings. Who would not want to attend the
next meeting if the minutes read: “Larry Fineberg took exception
to the remarks of Gary Ham by placing him into a head-lock”.
Or, “Nancy Koch presented the Recording Practices Committee
report in the form of an interpretive dance”. Or, “In fashion
news, there were numerous catty whispers when Rick Wilson
exhibited an uncharacteristic but significant fashion faux
pas as his bold, yet understated necktie severely clashed, in
an unseemly way, with his otherwise perfectly placed pocket
square”. Or, for culinary news “In a Red Bull fueled tirade, Dave
Ewan demanded that cheese Danish be added to the pastry
selection”. With content in the minutes like that we’re gonna
need a bigger room and ought to consider charging admission.

But, nevertheless, here I am; your new Secretary/Treasurer. What
a God-awful thought. You’ve entrusted me with the minutes and
the money. Even worse, I am automatically the Chairman of the
2014 Convention Committee. Oh, I don’t foresee any problems
there!
Keep in mind, this is not a position I actively sought. Apparently,
I was sitting around a committee meeting one day, looking
stupid and bored (two looks which come naturally), and was
thought perfect for the job.
So, just what are my credentials for such an esteemed position,
you may ask?
I started my “career” with the NJLTA as an emergency
replacement on the Board of Governors upon the untimely
death of Charles J. Harvey in 1991. (Nothing funny about that.)
New Jersey Realty chose me to replace Charlie because the
office I managed in New Brunswick was the most convenient to
where the Board was meeting at that time; the Landmark Inn in
Woodbridge. NJ Realty, long known for its fiscal conservatism
(cheapness), chose me over other managers so they could save
on mileage expenses. I had no previous experience with the
NJLTA. Frankly, I did not even know they existed, or what they
did. I had never even attended one of their conventions (not
understanding how I could possibly increase the income of
my office by partying with the competition). I knew no one
on the Board and few of the members. From the NJLTA cruise
convention there is videotape evidence of the few people
I knew. I entered the cocktail ice-breaker through one door,
made a full circle of the room, shaking only two hands and
exited through the opposite door in less than 3 minutes. When
asked why I did not spend more time at this NJLTA event, the
excuse I used was that the cocktails and hors d’oeuvres were
better at the Captain’s reception being held at that same time on
the Lido Deck. I can now confess that I was too shy to introduce
myself. 19 years later, I am known to (and reviled by) just about
everyone who was in the room at that time.
In fact, much to my surprise (and delight) I was accorded a
standing ovation upon my designation as a Certified Title
Professional at last June’s convention at Seaview. In addition
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I also offer congratulations to Al Santoro who has assumed
the duties of Chairman of the Agency Section. Obviously, Al,
who has already served the Association nobly over the years, is
gunning to be the first person to receive the NJLTA Distinguished
Service award twice. And then there is Joe Grabas, who jumped
back onto the Agency Section Board. Come on, Joe; leave
something (anything) for the rest of us to do! But not for me. I’ll
be busy the next 4 years. (I’m already experiencing night terrors
about the 2014 convention from hell.) t
George A. Stickel, Esq., CTP, is a Third Generation, 40 year
veteran of the title industry. He is President of Stickel Title Agency
in Pennington, New Jersey. George is Secretary/Treasurer of the
NJLTA Board of Governors and a contributing writer to The
Advocate. He will Chair the NJLTA 2014 Convention Committee.
Anyone have a Xanax?

E q u i t a b l e W h a t ? by John A. Cannito, Esq.
Something has gone wrong. The refinance you insured appeared
to go smoothly enough when it closed. No problems, no delays,
no glitches. Should that have been the sign that Murphy and
his law were about to pay a visit? Or perhaps it had been the
closing from hell. Nothing but problems from the start, but by
the time the borrowers were sitting at the table, you thought you
had everything covered. No matter, it closed and everyone
seemed to be satisfied.

loss. If the homeowners are covered by insurance, they are
paid by their insurance company. But the parties responsible
for the defective appliance do not get off the hook so easily.
The insurance company has the right to act in the name of its
customer (that is, to “stand in its customers’ shoes”) and to
sue the manufacturer for the amount it has paid, just as the
homeowners would have themselves if not for the insurance
payment.2

But there it is. You are staring at the letter captioned notice
of claim from the refinance lender, your insured, who is now
the foreclosing lender. Its foreclosure search disclosed a home
equity credit line mortgage which is ahead of its mortgage
which was supposed to be, and which you insured as, a first
lien. Maybe the credit line mortgage should have been paid and
discharged. Maybe it was supposed to be or could have been
subordinated. Did the searcher miss it? Did your staff forget to
attend to it? Was it paid to date at settlement, but the credit line
not closed or terminated, so that the borrowers continued to
draw on it? Does it matter how it happened? Is there any way
around it, or is the title insurer stuck paying another claim?

WHO’S ON (IN) FIRST?

Meet the doctrine of equitable subrogation.1 Before going on,
it is important to understand what equitable subordination is
NOT subrogation. It is not a panacea or cure-all which will
make all unaddressed prior lien issues disappear. There may be
no firm consensus when or if it applies. Its application is not
automatic. It is not an absolute rule of law upon which you can
always rely. In fact, if you attempt to rely on it in advance, you
may lose the opportunity to invoke it later on.
IF THE SHOE FITS
Subrogation is a relatively common legal and insurance
concept which is often simply described as the right of a person
or party to “stand in the shoes” of another to whom or on
whose behalf money has been paid. Subrogation is an essential
element of most, if not all, insurance policies, including title
insurance policies. If the insurance company pays a claim to
or on behalf its insured customer, it retains the right to seek to
recover or recoup the amount it paid out from the party who
was responsible for the loss. Not all claims or payments are
susceptible to subrogation. Say lightning strikes and causes a
house to burn down. If the homeowners are uninsured, they
have suffered the loss. If they have fire insurance, their insurer
may have to pay for a new house but there is no one to “blame”,
or to go after.
However, if the same house were to burn down because of a
short circuit in a faulty appliance, the uninsured homeowners
would likely sue the manufacturer in an attempt to recover the

So what does that have to do with not paying off the creditline? Before the new first mortgage was closed the state of title
in brief was that the borrowers were vested owners. There was
a first mortgage and a second credit-line mortgage. Following
the closing (and at this point, not delving into how or why it
happened), there were still two mortgages, but now the creditline mortgage has moved into first position, not because it
was intended to be a first mortgage, but simply by recording
order. The proceeds of the new loan were paid to the prior
first mortgage, with the intent that the funds used to pay-off
the existing first mortgagee would be secured by a new first
mortgage. When the credit-line mortgage was made, the lender
knew it would be in second position, and seemingly had every
reason to expect it would remain in second position. Why
shouldn’t subrogation apply and the new lender now “stand
in the shoes” of the existing first mortgagee and take its first
lien position? This would simply restore the state of title to that
which it had been before the refinance.
That’s where the “equitable” part comes in. Is it “fair” to do so?
Would putting the new lender into first position, without paying
the credit-line lender or obtaining its consent to subordination,
really just be restoring the status quo, or has something else
changed? The first and most obvious issue to look at is the
relative amounts of the mortgages. Is the new mortgage more
or less than the prior first mortgage? If the new mortgage is for
more than the prior mortgage, then putting the new lender in
first position, at least for the entire amount of the new mortgage
would be detrimental to the equity-line lender. The lender, who
was willing to take a second position to secure a credit line in
the amount of $50,000.00 behind a $250,000.00 mortgage on
a property valued at $400,000.00, might not be as willing to
take second position behind a first mortgage in the amount of
$380,000.00. The same questions could be asked with respect
to the number of years, interest rate, and other terms of the new
mortgage compared to the paid-off first.3
Was it really a mistake which resulted in the failure to payoff the credit-line mortgage at the time of the re-finance? In
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applying this concept, one of the factors which courts have
frequently considered is what caused events to happen? In
general, the courts have not allowed the new lender to step
into the shoes of the old lender, if the intervening mortgage
(or other lien) is deliberately or intentionally ignored. In other
words, you cannot plan to use or invoke the doctrine, as a
means of ignoring or avoiding having to deal with other liens.
In this context, equitable treatment of the parties may dictate
that even though there is no obvious prejudice to the credit-line
mortgage based on the terms of the new mortgage, it was not
“fair” to deal with it by purposefully choosing to not deal with
it. However, courts in this state and others have struggled with
how the role of title insurance and title searching fits into this.
Is a choice to not search the functional equivalent of having a
search and choosing to disregard the intervening lien? Should
an error or omission (whether intentional or deliberate) made
by the lender’s title insurer or title abstracter be imputed to
the lender if the lender itself really did not know about the
intervening interest?4

2 0 1 2

rundown was not conducted and the individual was no more
forthcoming on his Affidavit of Title than he had been on his loan
application. The full proceeds of the new loan (together with an
additional sum of almost $55,000.00 from the borrower) were
used to payoff the existing mortgage. Thereafter the new lender
discovered that the judgment was docketed three days prior
to its mortgage and filed suit seeking a declaration that under
the doctrine of equitable subordination it was entitled to the
priority over the judgment which the prior lender had enjoyed.
The trial court, on summary judgment, concluded that the new
lender was entitled to priority, finding that the judgment holder
was in no worse position than it had been before the refinance.

To explore the questions raised above (even if not necessarily
providing definitive answers) it may be helpful to look two recent
New Jersey decisions which discuss equitable subrogation.

In affirming the determination of the trial court, the Appellate
Division cited existing New Jersey cases which held that a
mortgagee which negligently accepts a mortgage without actual
knowledge of existing encumbrances is entitled to priority over
the intervening encumbrance to the extent that the proceed
of the new mortgage are used to satisfy the existing mortgage.
Although the judgment creditor argued that is was “gross
negligence” for there to have been no rundown, the Appellate
Division declined to characterize the omission of the rundown
as gross negligence, particularly since it was not clear that the
judgment would have been discovered even if a rundown had
been obtained given that it was “recorded” just three days prior
to closing. It also found that the degree of negligence was not
relevant without a showing that the judgment creditor was
prejudiced. In effect, the Appellate Court might be said to have
declined to characterize even gross negligence as the equivalent
of the actual knowledge that might have been obtained had a
rundown been performed, although it did not directly state as
much.

A CLOSE CALL?

A GLASS SLIPPER

In March of this year, a published opinion of the Appellate
Division was released in Investors Savings Bank vs. Keybank
National Association and Denis Kelliher.5 In this case, a creditor
had obtained a substantial (think eight-figure) judgment against
an individual who had engaged in various fraudulent activities.
At the time the judgment was entered, there was a mortgage, in
excess of $1,000,000.00 encumbering some residential property
owned by the individual. The person sought to refinance the
mortgage, while litigation was pending but prior to entry of the
judgment. It may not come as a surprise that the answers to
certain questions on the loan application regarding his financial
situation and status as a litigant were less than truthful. A title
search performed for the purpose of obtaining a policy for the
refinance did not disclose the judgment as it had not yet been
entered or docketed. However, by the time the re-fi closing
occurred, the judgment had been entered. Unfortunately a

A few weeks after the Appellate Division considered the issue,
the Mercer County Superior Court, granted summary judgment
awarding a refinance mortgage priority over an existing credit
line in Citimortgage, Inc. vs. Doreen Miri and Sun National
Bank.6 In doing so, however, the Court reached its conclusion
on grounds other than equitable subrogation. (Or did it?)

In this regard, another issue (perhaps a threshold, fundamental
question) has to do with the nature of the recording system
and the basis on which we insure title. We use the order of
recordation of instruments, and the notice that such recording
imparts, to establish priority and in turn we rely on this as a
basis for insuring titles. Do we really want to spurn this notion
of priority when it becomes convenient to do so in order to
avoid some claims payments; if doing so potentially invites
other problems and claims?

The facts in this case are very similar to the example set forth
at the beginning of this article. At the time of a refinance, an
existing credit line mortgage, about which the refinance lender
had actual knowledge, was not paid-off or subordinated.
Subsequently, foreclosure was instituted on the refinance
mortgage and a court determination sought that it was entitled
to priority over the credit line mortgage by application of the
doctrine of equitable subrogation. A key fact however, was that
the existing first mortgage being satisfied and the new refinance
mortgage were both given by the same lender. It should also
Equitable What? cont. on page 17
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Equitable What? cont. from page 16
be noted that the new mortgage extended the maturity date by
three years, changed the interest rate from adjustable to fixed,
and allowed for “cash out” to the borrower at the time of closing
of approximately $700.00.
The Court found there were two bases to deny application of
the doctrine of equitable subrogation, as it has been developed
in New Jersey. First, the Court found as a matter of fact that
the refinance lender had actual knowledge of the equity line
mortgage (citing among other cases, Investors Savings vs. Key
Bank, discussed above) Second, although not explicit in the
existing New Jersey case law, the Court held that it can be
inferred that equitable subrogation cannot be applied unless
the replacement loan is made by a different lender than the
one being paid off.

transaction, if there is actual knowledge equitable subrogation
will probably not apply under existing New Jersey case law.
Second, despite the holding by the Appellate Division which
did not specifically classify the failure to perform a rundown
as “gross negligence” it is not difficult to see that in other
factual circumstances such an oversight might be viewed by a
court as tantamount to “actual knowledge.” The existence of a
doctrine such as equitable subrogation does not take the place
of performing rundowns, filing Notices of Settlement, or other
standard and accepted underwriting and closing practices.
Third, the holding of the Mercer County Chancery Court broadly
construing what constitutes a mortgage modification, was very
fact specific and is not precedent by a higher court on which we
can rely in making underwriting determinations.

That did not end the Court’s analysis. Rather than imputing first
priority by reason of equitable subrogation, the Court found that
the refinance mortgage should be considered as a modification
of the existing mortgage. In doing so, the court determined
that even thought the old mortgage was discharged and a new
mortgage instrument executed and recorded, the nature of the
transaction was a modification of the existing loan involving
the same lender and borrower under N.J.S.A. 46:9-8.2. The
statutory language does not specify the form in which the
modification takes place, so whether labeled a “modification”
or “mortgage”, substantively what was done was to modify the
existing loan.

Lastly, as they say on The Mythbusters or in car commercials,
“Don’t try this yourself!” If notified of a claim or potential claim
because of a failure to address any lien, even one which may
seem to be clearly subject to equitable subrogation, do not try
to work it out yourself. As with any claim received, you should
contact your state office or claims office as soon as possible.

However, there remained one hurdle. The statute provides that
a change in the interest rate, due date or other terms conditions,
will not affect the priority of the mortgage as modified. However,
an advance of principal under a mortgage modification does not
allow for the priority to “relate back” to the original recording.
In these circumstances, however, the “cash-out” of a little more
than $700.00 with which the borrowed walked away from
the closing table, was so nominal that it did not prejudice the
credit-line mortgagee.
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Thus, even though the refinance lender could not “stand in the
shoes” of the prior lender, like Cinderella it found that the glass
slipper of priority from its own prior mortgage, still fit.
A SHIELD, NOT A SWORD
What then to take from these cases in terms of title practice? The
one thing that should be abundantly clear is that the doctrine
of equitable subrogation cannot be used to deal with a lien
which is disclosed in a search, or otherwise disclosed. Even
though it may be argued that the intervening lien (whether
mortgage, judgment, or other lien) is not prejudiced by the new

Equitable subrogation is a useful and viable concept with
which title practitioners should be familiar. Recognize that it is
generally a defensive tool which may be useful in certain afterthe-fact scenarios, and not a weapon to confront situations in
the day-to-day of title examination and closing procedure. t
This article is intended to be a general review, and not a legal analysis, of equitable
subrogation, notwithstanding the reference to and discussion of some case law. It is hoped
that in doing so both the non-lawyer title professional and those with formal legal training
with find it useful, understanding the author’s risk of satisfying neither and disappointing
each.
1

The same applies in the case of title insurance. Suppose there was a Federal Lien against
the seller of a property which was properly recorded and should have been paid or taken as
an exception on a policy, but was not. Although it may be necessary for the title company
to pay the lien in order to protect its insured owner and/or lender, it has the right to go after
the party who really owes the money. Of course there is no guarantee that recovery can
actually be made from the party responsible for the loss.
2

There may be a host of other factors to also consider, including whether a credit-line
lender truly expects to remain behind the first mortgage which exists at the time credit is
extended, or is it likely that a refinance will take place at some point in time giving the
equity lender the probable, albeit not certain, opportunity to review its position if asked to
subordinate to a new first mortgage, regardless of amount.
3

This in turn begs the intriguing question does this matter if the party appearing in court
is actually the title insurer, exercising its insurance subrogation rights under a title policy,
in the name of the lender, so that even thought the lender really did not know about the
intervening lien, the title company did.
4

___ N.J. Super. ___ (App. Division 2012); Docket No. A-0404-10T2, decided March
12, 2012, http://lawlibrary.rutgers.edu/collections/courts/appellate/a0404-10.opn.html
or
http://www.leagle.com/xmlResult.aspx?xmldoc=In%20NJCO%2020120312221.
xml&docbase=CSLWAR3-2007-CURR
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Unpublished (as of this writing), Superior Court, Chancery Division, General Equity Part,
Mercer County, Docket No. F-59186-10; http://www.judiciary.state.nj.us/decisions/Miri_
FINAL032912.pdf
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A l t a A dv o c a cy U p d a t e by Michelle L. Korsmo, Chief Executive Officer
services in response to the CFPB’s service provider memo.
Rest assured that we are researching these offerings and the
needs lenders have that cause them to engage these vendor
management companies and if there is an industry solution
that can be offered.
Some Wins in CFPB’s Proposed Rule, but Title Industry’s
Role in Transaction Could Be Threatened

There are lessons that we can learn from the Olympics and
we can apply those lessons to the projects we are working
on at ALTA. As I read through the summary of the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) newly proposed mortgage
disclosure forms and rules, I could not help but think that the
legislative and regulatory process is a lot like the decathlon.

The CFPB released a 1,099-page proposed rule to go with a
new Loan Estimate and Closing Disclosure that will replace
the current Truth In Lending, Good Faith Estimate and HUD-1
Settlement Statement disclosures. The minute the announcement
was made, ALTA staff and the RESPA Task Force members began
poring over the 1,099-page rule, the 150-page small business
report, and the 500-page consumer testing report for details on
the new rule and how it matched up to the six principles laid
out by ALTA President Chris Abbinante in a House Financial
Services Committee hearing in June.

In the decathlon, it is the points that matter. Winning any
individual event is not crucial to winning the gold medal. The
regulatory process is much the same way. While it is nice to
get clear wins on each of our issues, what is really important is
seeing what actions the agency took in response to your policy
points. As you will read below, the title industry got some clear
wins in the CFPB’s 1,099-page proposed rule. There are still a
number of issues that need a lot of work.

Over 350 ALTA members joined us for the first in a series of
conference calls on the proposed regulation. On the call,
ALTA lobbyists and the RESPA Task Force provided an initial
review and analysis of the proposal and took questions from
the membership. A recording of the call is available along with
other resources on ALTA’s CFPB page.

For the title industry to medal in this particular arena, we need
your help. Over the coming weeks, ALTA staff and members
of ALTA’s RESPA Task Force will be holding a number of
conference calls and webinars to help break down the issues
within the new rule. As you read the rule and participate in
these calls, consider how the Bureau’s proposal will impact
your business and your consumers and send us your feedback
at respacomments@alta.org. Specific anecdotal stories are the
most influential and will be the key to winning in the overall
decathlon of this regulatory process.

There are several items in the proposal that will impact daily
operations for Title Operations. The primer below is a quick
overview of what is contained in the rule:

Regular readers of the Advocacy Update know it hasn’t been
a quiet summer for us. Unlike the title industry, where a busy
summer is a good sign of positive business activity, a busy
summer in the advocacy business is a sign of uncertainty.
We are working daily to learn more about the outside pressures
that are bringing change to the real estate settlement industry.
Many of you have heard from vendor management companies
about lender requirements for using their background check

What’s Changed

Bye-Bye, HUD-1 and GFE
The new Closing Disclosure would replace the current HUD-1
and final Truth in Lending disclosure. The rule (page 748) and
Official Interpretations (page 1,000) provides instructions on
how to fill out the replacement form. The form looks different
due to different line numbers and cost groupings. The Bureau
heard our concerns about the costs associated with the line
numbering changes and is seeking more detailed estimates.
Timing of Disclosure
Under the proposal, the consumer must receive the Closing
Disclosure form at least three business days before the loan
closes. Generally, if changes occur between the time the
Closing Disclosure form is given to the consumer and the
actual closing, the consumer must be provided with a new form
and given three additional business days to review that form
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before closing. However, thanks to the efforts of the RESPA Task
Force, the Bureau is proposing a number of exceptions to the
three-day requirement for some common changes, including:
(1) changes as a result of last-minute negotiations between the
buyer and seller, such as results from a property walkthrough;
(2) changes that amount to less than $100 total; (3) changes
(such as recording fees) that cannot be known until after
closing; (4) technical errors; and (5) amounts paid by the lender
to cure a tolerance violation. We will be looking for feedback
on what other exemptions may be necessary to ensure that this
rule doesn’t unnecessarily delay closings.
Who Provides the Disclosure?
This is the biggest unanswered question and the issue on which
ALTA and its members will have the most work to do. Currently,
settlement agents are required to provide the HUD-1, while
lenders provide the revised TIL disclosure. The Bureau proposes
two alternatives regarding the party that is required to provide
consumers with the new Closing Disclosure form. Under the
first option, the lender would be responsible for delivering the
Closing Disclosure form to the consumer. Under the second
option, the lender may rely on the settlement agent to provide
the form. However, under the second option, the lender would
also remain responsible for the accuracy of the form and the
consumer must receive the entire completed form at the same
time. The Bureau seeks comment as to which alternative is
preferable.
Tolerances Stay in Place, Tightened for Fees Paid to Lender
Affiliates
For the most part the Bureau left in place the tolerance scheme
introduced in 2010. However, they are proposing to hold fees
paid to lender affiliates or for services in which the lender does
not allow the consumer to shop to zero tolerance (they cannot
change). In addition, the Bureau is keeping its existing list of
changed circumstances (which allow costs to change beyond
the tolerance limit).
The Form will be Standard
This is the clearest win for the industry. The Bureau heeded the
warnings of the RESPA Task Force and proposed that a standard
form be used in all RESPA transactions. This will save significant
costs for the industry.
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Provider Lists Continue in Effort to Promote Consumer
Shopping
Under the new rule, if a lender allows a consumer to shop for
a settlement service, the lender will be required to provide the
consumer with a written list identifying available providers of
that service and clearly stating that the consumer may choose
a different provider for that service. The Bureau is proposing
standardized forms for the provider list with clear disclaimers
about consumers’ ability to shop.
CFPB Revives 2009 Federal Reserve Plan for Including Title
Fees in APR
The Bureau is planning to eliminate the many exemptions to
the APR calculation for residential mortgages. Under this plan,
the title fees, lender’s premium and closing agent fees would
be included in the Annual Percentage Rate while the owner’s
premium would still be excluded.
What’s Next
The Bureau has proposed a deadline for comments of November
6, 2012—with the exception of comments on the APR which are
due by September 7, 2012. The Bureau also is seeking feedback
on when this final rule should go into effect. Over the coming
weeks we will hold further conference calls on the issues above.
If you have questions or want additional information, contact
any of ALTA’s government affairs team: Justin Ailes, ALTA’s vice
president of government and regulatory affairs; Steve Gottheim,
ALTA’s legislative and regulatory counsel; or Jessica McEwen,
ALTA’s director of government affairs.
CFPB Faces Questions in Small Business Committee about
the Costs of New Mortgage Disclosure Rule
Chairman Sam Graves (MO) summed up the hearing’s purpose
best, saying, “Much of the public attention on this rulemaking
has been focused on the disclosure forms that consumers
will see when they are taking out home mortgage loans. Our
Committee is interested in how the regulations will affect
small firms —those community banks, credit unions, mortgage
brokers, mortgage companies, and settlement agents that will
need to change business operations, upgrade software, and
retrain their employees to comply. Furthermore, the Committee
is looking at the quality of the CFPB’s assessment of the likely
impacts of the rule, as well as alternatives being considered to
lower costs for small firms.”
Alta Advocacy cont. on page 21
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Alta Advocacy cont. from page 20
ALTA Presents on RSPA/TILA Rule to American Bar
Association Title Insurance Litigation Committee
The presentation focused on five main areas of potential
uncertainty and litigation:
• the “three day” rule for advance disclosure of the
Final Closing Disclosure; (2) the expansion of the 		
“zero tolerance” group of fees to include affiliates of 		
the lender;
• the revisions to the permitted use of “average”
charges as opposed to “actual” charges;
• the concept of “shared responsibility” for the
preparation, delivery and explanation of the Final 		
Closing Disclosure; and
• the question of enforcement, both as to (a) which
rules take precedence and (b) which entity or entities 		
have primary enforcement powers.
ALTA’s State Government Affairs
I’m hearing from Justin Ailes and the ALTA members in
attendance that they feel like this weekend’s meeting of the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) in

Atlanta, Georgia, felt like the calm before the storm. Federal
and State regulators are talking and coordinating much more
intently about title insurance and real estate settlement services.
State regulators briefly discussed the CFPB’s service provider
memo that is causing a lot of lenders to rethink their business
relationships with our industry in ways that could have serious
consequences for ALTA members—and specifically for title
agents.
ALTA told state insurance department staff that the CFPB’s
memo is causing severe dislocation in the industry and will
surely cause negative effects for consumers in the form of much
less competition in the real estate settlement industry as banks
are held liable for the actions of their third party providers.
This liability is causing the lending industry to limit its risk
by reducing the number of providers that they are willing to
work with. This means consumers will have fewer providers
to choose from. ALTA told regulators that the CFPB’s proposed
RESPA/TILA disclosures could have the same effect. t
I hope this ALTA Advocacy Update is useful to your work this
week. Your comments and questions are always welcome. I can
be reached at michelle@alta.org.

Dates to Remember
SEPTEMBER 2012

NOVEMBER 2012

12th

14th

• Board of Governors Meeting
New Jersey Land Title Association
NJLTA – 100 Willowbrook Road,
Freehold, New Jersey

• Board of Governors Meeting
New Jersey Land Title Association
NJLTA – 100 Willowbrook Road,
Freehold, New Jersey

19th

28th

• NJLTA Agency Section Meeting & FREE SEMINAR
East Windsor Conference Center – Holiday Inn
East Windsor, New Jersey

• NJLTA Agency Section Meeting & FREE SEMINAR
East Windsor Conference Center – Holiday Inn
East Windsor, New Jersey

24th – 25th

JANUARY 2013

• Agents and Abstracters Forum
American Land Title Association
Wyndham Virginia Crossings Hotel
Richmond, VA

16th

OCTOBER 2012

• Board of Governors Meeting
New Jersey Land Title Association
NJLTA – 100 Willowbrook Road,
Freehold, New Jersey

17th – 20th

23rd

• ALTA Annual Convention
American Land Title Association
The Broadmoor, Colorado Springs, Colorado

• NJLTA Agency Section Meeting & FREE SEMINAR
East Windsor Conference Center – Holiday Inn
East Windsor, New Jersey
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